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Abstract: Brazil-Japan Collaboration started in 1962, and after the first experiments using small emulsion
chambers, enlarged the area to a typically size of 50 m2, Since 1969 it were observed events of mean transverse
momenta greater than 140 MeV/c in these emulsion chambers of large area. Some of these types of events were
observed at EAS experiments and at accelerators. One type of event not yet confirmed at accelerators experiments
has mean transverse momenta about 1 GeV/c and high content of hadronic origin showers. The other type of
event has a high concentration of showers in a small region ( 25 cm2 for event Andromeda), surrounded by several
sparse showers. These 2 types of events show similar behaviour on their fractional energy distribution of hadronic
and γ origin showers, when separately plotted. Our analysis shows that these events appear to share some similar
features.
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1 Introduction
The first large area emulsion chamber of Brazil-Japan Col-
laboration (B-J Collaboration), C14 have 229 blocks cov-
ering 45.8 m2 and was exposed during the period Mai/68-
Mai/69. This flat chamber detected an event with a dark core
oval shaped, nicknamed Andromeda [1] very similar to the
Andromeda Nebula. Since then, the 25 detectors exposed
to cosmic rays observed more than a dozen events, present-
ing a region with high concentration of electromagnetic
particles, surrounded by isolated and/or groups of showers.
These events were named ”halo events” or ”super-families”.
Other two experiments that uses same kind of apparatus,
Pamir and Kanbala-Fuji, got other 10 halo events. The iso-
lated showers, classified as of hadronic or electromagnetic
origin, presents a fractional energy distribution compatible
with that of a Centauro candidate event (C16S087I037) [2],
as a fingerprint of hadronic interations with Energy E ≥ 1
PeV.

In that report it are presented arguments to classify this
hadron rich event as an interaction event and the conse-
quences of this statement, for instance the total invariant
mass would be estimated as ≈ 61GeV/c2 and the pair of
hadrons used for height estimation has invariant mass =
2.2GeV/c2. Besides, tables showing the parametric and non
parametric analysis resulting in a criteria table and the re-
sulting tables for the discrimination of γ or hadron induced
showers are present in an appendix. As the main point of
hadron rich and Centauro events is the identification of the
nature of observed showers, this identification and energy
determination of γ or hadron induced showers were done
using 2 simulations. Complemented with observation of
photosensitive material under microscope it was obtained
that the event C16S086I037 would be classified as a hadron
rich event. It were depicted 10 reasonable scenarios for
γ /hadron discrimination and obtained that the event is com-
posed by 25 γ’s, 36 hadrons and 1 surviving and leading
hadron. All these scenarios were reported at 14th ISVHE-
CRI, held at Weihai, China and resulted in rather constant

values of physical quantities, like mean transverse momen-
tum of hadrons, < PTh >, mean inelasticity of γ-ray, < kγ >.
Assuming that the most energetic shower is the surviving
particle of an interaction and the tertiary produced parti-
cles are from normal multiple pion production, the charac-
teristics of the interaction are: Energy of primary particle
E0 = 1,061 TeV, Inelasticity of collision K = 0.81, Mean
inelasticity of γ-ray < kγ >= 0.27, Hadron induced show-
ers energy/Total energy Q′h = 0.90 ≈ Qh = 0.71, Rapidity
density Nh/∆Y = (8.56−9.89), Mean energy of secondary
hadrons < Eh >= (21.5±4) TeV, Mean transverse momen-
tum < PTh >= (1.2±0.2) GeV/c, Upper bound of partial
cross section σ ≤ (0.32−0.85)mb and life time τ ≤ 10−12

s.

2 Analysis results
Energy distribution of the showers, classified as γ or
hadron origin separately have crossing curves similar to one
Centauro candidate event (C16S086I037).Others 4 events
(Andromeda, Magellanic Cloud, The Great Bear, Mini-
Andromeda) [3] that have a central black region presents
same feature, as shown in the following 5 figures. It seems
to be a common characteristic of all these small EAS with
energy in the order of PeV.

3 Conclusions and discussions
The 4 halo events shows therefore the remarkable feature of
energy distributions with different slopes for hadronic and
γ induced showers, where the hadronic showers are more
energetic and all are similar with one Centauro candidate
event (C16S086I035)1. Other halo events shows similar be-
haviour and these features seems to be common to hadronic
interactions with energy in the order of 1 PeV.
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Figure 1: Energy distribution of event Andromeda

Figure 2: Energy distribution of event Great Bear

Figure 3: Energy distribution of event Mini-Andromeda III
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Figure 4: Energy distribution of event C21S087I075

Figure 5: Energy distribution of event C16S086I035
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Event Slope of gammas Slope of hadrons
Andromeda (-1.74± 0.08) (-0.89± 0.04)
Great Bear (-0.9± 0.1) (-1.71± 0.07)
Mini-Andromeda III (-2.2± 0.2) (-1.26± 0.06)
C21S087I075 (-1.69± 0.09) (-1.20± 0.04)
Centauro event (-2.9± 0.2) (-1.17± 0.06)

Table 1: Slopes of fractional energy distribution
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